
In the above page, I click on on the RSS icon (to the left of 
 

Option to click RSS or Atom appears (as in the above screenshot)
Upon clicking on RSS (or Atom), a new window appears as shown below
 

 
Is this progressing in the right direction?
 
I have no clue of the next steps. 
 
I tried copying the URL to myYahoo! > Add Content
The result is a different site! 

================= E n d =================

In the above page, I click on on the RSS icon (to the left of 5 jobs found) 

 
Option to click RSS or Atom appears (as in the above screenshot) 
Upon clicking on RSS (or Atom), a new window appears as shown below 

Is this progressing in the right direction? 

 

I tried copying the URL to myYahoo! > Add Content 

 
================= E n d ================= 

 

 

  



Hello Members/Moderators/Managers, 
Who am I: 

I am an exclusive agency member 
My browser: 

MS Edge, Chrome 
Problem Statement: 

I fail to set up email alerts. 
I would like to know what, if anything, I am missing. 

  
Description: 

I have specific job searches duly saved. 
I review / edit them by (Find Work > Find Work > My Feeds > Settings > Edit Saved 
Searches). 

  
I want to set up alerts… 

● moment someone posts a job fulfilling criteria indicated in my saved searches 
● I want an email alert 
● to the registered email address (set up in Upwork) 
● email will contain the URL to a job fulfilling criteria indicated in my saved searches 

If between 9 & 10am, 11 jobs fulfill my search criteria, I expect to see 11 emails in my inbox. 
  
What did I try: 

1) I tried Settings > Notification Settings. 
Didn’t look like that was the right method. 
  
2) Then I tried all that is indicated in this thread. 
The experience is attached for your reference. 
Met dead-end. 

  
Many thanks! 
Best… 
…Ash 

How do you set up a job alert - Upwork Community 


